Midas Statit™

Improve your focus on patient care, and nurture a culture of quality, by optimizing physician, patient safety and quality management through Midas’s accurate, easy-to-interpret performance dashboards.

The success of your continuous performance improvement initiatives relies on actionable, automated reporting of key indicators, metrics, and profiles. Unless your teams receive continuous, data-driven insights specific to their responsibilities...building a ‘culture of quality’ will be little more than lip service.

Midas’s Statit™ is a library of analytic insight dashboards which give you the ability to take a deep-dive approach into critical areas affecting clinical, financial and operational performance. Statit’s intuitive dashboards offer a highly interactive experience, letting you view and analyze trends and performance measurements on an ongoing basis – right down to patient-level details. With predictive analytics, clinical and administrative leaders can address problem areas before they develop into negative patient outcomes and increased costs.

Midas Statit is composed of two key performance management dashboards:

**Midas Statit™ PPR (Physician Profile and Review)**—designed to physician performance through direct feedback both to individuals and clinical chiefs

**Midas Statit piMD™ (Performance Indicator and Management)**—designed to deliver information which improves patient safety and quality management both up and down and across the organization.

**Midas Quality Management**

Midas Statit™ Physician Profile and Review (PPR) allows physicians and their leadership to compare their own performance with that of their peer group. In addition to providing a profile with performance and quality metrics, Midas Statit™ PPR provides aggregated trend information for each Indicator in the profile, along with The Joint Commission rule set, identifying outliers.

From the trend output, individual physicians can drill down to summarized patient records and, ultimately, to the individual patient record. In this way, physicians can be confident that the data used to analyze their performance is valid. Encounter-level data provides supporting evidence to physicians and medical officers in the form of root cause detail. This information directly supports the development of corrective action plans as needed.
How It Works

Midas Statit™ PPR enable administrators to:

- Monitor and measure physician performance and practice patterns in accordance with your strategic objectives
- Access data from disparate systems to compare physician performance against targets, alarms, and thresholds
- Meet Ongoing Professional Practice Evaluation (OPPE) requirements

Midas Statit™ PPR can replace your manual output with automated physician profiles. You can organize and report on each physician within your delivery system, so you can tie strategic objectives to their performance in any of the following areas as appropriate:

- Patient care
- Medical and clinical knowledge
- Practice-based learning and improvement
- Interpersonal and communication skills
- Professionalism
- System-based practice

Physicians are data-driven. Now, more than ever, you can manage physician performance through quantifiable analytics designed to be visually appealing and intuitive.

Statit™ PPR Features and Benefits

Midas Statit™ PPR assists your organization in meeting The Joint Commission’s credentialing and privileging standards for hospitals, and its requirements for OPPE. No longer will “no news is good news” be acceptable. The standards are specifically built to challenge this notion and move to a much more evidence-based process.

Midas Statit™ PPR’s automated reporting helps you alleviate the challenges inherent in manual reporting in the following ways:

- Allows profile Indicators to come from numerous and varied data sources
- Connects physician identifiers, which may differ from one data source to another
- Manages the peer group for comparisons
- Provides secure data access to each physician’s performance
- Drills down to patient encounters
- Displays data, electronic signatures, and comments/action plans by reviewer
- Identifies which providers are truly performing differently from their peers
- Allows physicians and chiefs a simple way to report discrepancies in the data
- Automatically notifies via email:
  - Chiefs, regarding upcoming review activity and team performance
  - Providers, regarding review activity
  - Easily drills down to detailed information, such as patient encounters and detailed study results
- Allows synchronization of OPPE and re-credentialing process to optimize resources
- Allows users to include comments and action plans in specific Indicators
- Provides a standard mechanism for chiefs to “slice and dice” the data to better understand underlying performance

Statit PPR replace the manual review and reporting process with automated workflows and batch reviews. When done manually, the average regulatory review takes about 30 minutes per provider every 6-9 months. The time and effort required to generate these reviews and reports is valuable time and effort taken away from direct patient care. Clients reduce the cost and time spent on provider regulatory reviews by up to 80%
**Midas Statit piMD™**

Whether you are a single hospital, ambulatory care center, or a large, integrated delivery system, having your team members’ fingers on the pulse of patient safety and quality on a continuous basis is a must to reduce risk and improve outcomes and operating performance.

Midas Statit piMD™ provides a simple, yet powerful way to access, track, analyze, compare, and contrast patient safety and quality data. These dashboards provide immediate and actionable insights to help you make objective, sustainable, and defensible decisions. Improving clinical quality, patient experience, and satisfaction while reducing costs can only come with understanding quality and safety detail. Midas provides that deep understanding that collectively lifts your organization’s performance.

**How It Works**

Statis piMD enables clinical leaders and administrators to simply subscribe to their role-specific set of indicators with business rules important to each. Subscribers receive one email per day if a leader’s target is not met, either via Statit’s intelligent statistical process control indicators or if a “process expert” has made changes to the indicator. Alerts no longer need reliance on IT resources…it’s as easy as “point-and-click.”

**With Midas Statit piMD™, you can:**

- Access and display your existing Midas data, databases, spreadsheets, and ancillary data sources
- Cut through the clutter and prioritize attention to improvement initiatives with a better understanding of process variation
- Provide your “process experts” with interactive capabilities to validate new data, initiate a new phase, and create comments and action plans
- Create an indicator specific and available to you upon login, helping each team member manage their indicator responsibilities
- Build consensus by deriving knowledge objectively to support timely data-driven decisions